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VARIATION B

Task 1    Grammar               (20 items* 1 mark each = 20)
Read the sentences below and choose the best answer to complete the sentences. 
1. My room is small.What about ______?

A. mine   B. her  C. their  D. your   E.yours
2. Last year she ______ her husband while she _______ in Paris.

A. meet / travel    B. meet / was travelling  
C. met / was travelling    D. was meeting  / travelled 
E. met / has been travelling

3. Before he retired he ______ as a teacher for 35 years.
A. was working    B. has been working  
C. had been working   D. has worked    
E. is working 

4. If you ______ Khuvsgul province, you ______ beautiful natural landscapes.
A. will visit / will see     B. visited / will see  
C. visits / see    D. visit / will see 
E. will visit / see

5. By the time the students reach Paris, they ______ for six hours.
A. have been travelling      B. will travel   
C. will  be travelling   D. travel      
E. will have been travelling  

6. ______ number of boys were swimming in the lake, but I didn’t know ______ exact number of  them.
A. A / the   B. The /  an C. The / the  D. A / an   E. A / - 

7. I always wear this jumper. It ______ by my grandma. 
A. has been knitted     B. knitted   
C. had knitted    D. is knitted  
E. was  knitted

8. Nine ______ are eating grass at the foot of the hill.
A. sheepes     B. sheeps   C. sheep   D. shoop    E. sheepess 

9. Last week my older brother bought a/an______ car.
A. Japanese expensive blue      B. expensive blue Japanese
C. expensive Japanese blue      D. blue expensive Japanese 
E. blue Japanese expensive 

10. ‘‘I saw Tuya at school yesterday.’’
‘‘You ______ have seen her. She’s on holiday in Russia.

A. wouldn’t    B. needn’t    C. can’t    D oughtn’t     E. shouldn’t 
11. Don’t worry. She ______ by herself.

A. is used to living       B. is used to live    C. used to living     
D. uses to live         E. is used to lived

12. Bold asked Tuya “Whose book did you borrow yesterday”? 
Bold asked Tuya ______.

A. whose book she borrow the day before
B. whose book she borrowed yesterday
C. whose book she had borrowed yesterday 
D. whose book she has borrowed the previous day
E. whose book she had borrowed the previous day

13. I couldn’t have finished my test in time if you ______ me. 
A. didn’t help      B. weren’t helped me      
C. haven’t helped me    D. couldn’t helped me  
E. hadn’t helped me

14. This is the third time Tuya and Tsetsgee ______ in this competition.
A. has participated      B. have participated   
C. had been participated      D. are participated 
E. participated

15. Let’s meet outside the school, ______?
A . do we    B. shall we   C. don’t we  D. shan’t we   E. are we 
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16. WW II stands ______ “World War II”
A . up     B. by    C. for      D. as     E. in

17. Yesterday I met an author ______ book I had read before. 
A. who      B. that    C. whose   D. whom    E. which

18. What ______ if you ______millionaire?
A. would you do / were     B. would you have done / was 
C. will you did / are     D. would you done /had been  
E. do you do / were

19. She won’t let her children _______ by the river. 
A. play    B. plays   C. playing   D. to play     E. played

20. In underdeveloped areas, farmers are still  subject to sudden changes in nature.  ______  a large number  of people 
are starving and dying.

A. However       B. Considering  that   
C. As a result    D. In spite of the fact    
E. Although

Task 2     Vocabulary exercises        (20items*1 mark each=20)
Choose the one word or phrase that best completes the sentence.
21.  She doesn’t have a job. She is ______.

A. lonely    B. sick    C. unused   D. unemployed    E.ill-tempered
22. These shoes don’t ______ me. They are too small.

A. suit    B. match   C. fit      D. like      E. wear
23. Many fishermen in Australia still make boats out of tree ______.

A. roots   B. branches   C. stems   D. petals    E. trunks
24. When she was seventy, she ______ her life and realized  what a mess she had made of it.

A. looked back on     B. looked up to  
C. looked upon on   D. looked after to     
E. looked for in 

25. He is working overtime this week because his ______ offered him more money.
A. employee    B. employer  C. conductor  D. porter     E. contestant

26. A/an ______ person is someone who is shy, nervous and easily frightened.
A. conceited    B. bossy   C. tetchy   D. timid     E. impulsive

27. My father is a/an ______. He is in charge of a newspaper and responsible for all of its reports. 
A. journalist    B. leader   C. editor   D. novelist         E. reporter

28. My throat is so sore that it really hurts when I _______ food.
A. swallow    B. bite    C. chew   D. sip     E. touch

29. My friends always rely ______ me for advice on clothes.
A. in     B. at   C. over     D. of      E. on

30. The schoolboy takes ______ pulling the girl’s hair.
A. delight on    B. delight in    C. delight at   D. delight with     E. delight over

31. He ______ his mother’s side of the family.
A. takes a back   B . takes on    C. takes in  D. takes after     E. takes up

32. A ______ is a solid object with six square sides of equal size.
A. cone   B. triangle   C. cylinder   D. cube    E. rhombus

33. I am so happy! I am ______ over heels in love with that woman.
A. hand   B. eyes   C. head   D. heart    E. knees 

34. Your sweater will ______ if you wash it at too high a temperature. 
A. narrow    B. lessen   C. shorten  D. shrink     E. crease 

35. ______ is a sport in which two or more people hit a shuttlecock over a high net.
A. Table tennis   B. Volleyball  C. Basketball  D. Badminton   E. Soccer

36. Even though my brother didn’t want his daughter to leave home, since she was  twenty five there was nothing he 
could do to ______ it.

A. prevent    B. resist   C. cease   D. hide     E. end 
37. She apologized and said it wasn’t her ______ to cause an argument between me  and my boss. 

A. opinion    B. reason  C. point    D. view    E. intention
38. In most countries, smoking on public transport is strictly ______ by law.

A. resisted    B. prohibited  C. stopped   D. imputed   E. forged
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39. The pigs ______ happily as they ate their food.
A. croaked    B. neighed      C. bleated   D. crowed     E. grunted

40. They ______ a scholarship to the student with the highest grades.
A. force   B. gift    C. compensate   D. refuse    E. award

Task 3            Reading                 (5 items * 2 marks each=10)
Read the text and choose the one best answer. 

San Francisco, California is a special place, very different from most American cities. It lies on a small finger of  
land with  the Pacific Ocean on one side and a huge harbor on  the other. The  famous  Golden  Gate Bridge crosses over 
the mouth of the harbor. If you live in San Francisco, you can get plenty of exercise, because  it is a city of hills. Perhaps 
that is  why the famous cable cars are so popular. And of course, the views from the hills are spectacular.

  San Francisco’s population is only about 716,000, but it  is the biggest business center in the west of the USA. It is 
also America’s most international city, with newspapers in 30 different languages. The city is known as “the Paris of the 
West”, “Baghdad by the Bay”, and “Gateway to the Orient”. There are at least three small cities in San Francisco: “Little 
Italy” with its pizzerias and restaurants, “China town” with wonderful shops and exciting food, and “Japan town”, with 
its $15 million Japanese Center.  Everywhere you go, you will see boats out on the sea, smell fresh fish and salt, and feel 
the sea wind on your face.

41. The following statements are true except: 
A . San Francisco is not similar to other American cities
B . San Francisco is an international city
C. San Francisco is situated on a small island
D. There are several small cities in San Francisco
E . San Francisco is famous for its Golden Gate Bridge

42. Which statement is impossible to know?
A . Cable cars are produced in San Francisco
B . Newspapers are published in thirty different languages
C. There are many wonderful shops in “China town”
D. San Francisco’s population is more than half a million
E . People who live in San Francisco can get a lot of exercise

43. The word hill means: 
A . an area of land that is higher than the surrounding land
B . the sharply pointed top of a mountain
C. a large area of land without trees
D. a piece of land completely surrounded by water
E . a large area of sand where it is always dry

44. It can be inferred from the passage that ______
A . the city is known as “Japan town”
B . people in San Francisco only use cable cars
C. San Francisco is the biggest cultural centre in the USA
D. San Francisco’s population is less than half million
E . there are many different nationalities in San Francisco

45. Why are the cable cars widely used in San Francisco?
A. Because San Francisco is a business centre
B. Because people like to use them
C. Because they are comfortable
D. Because San Francisco is a city of hills
E. Because San Francisco is surrounded by water

Task 4           Error recognition                 (5 items*3 marks each=15)
Identify and circle the one underlined word or phrase that should be corrected.
46. Unlike folk dancer, which is the product  of a single culture, ballet is an international art form.

 A        B           C          D           E
47. A mosquito filled with blood is carrying twice it own body weight.  No error

 A  B           C      D     E 
48. Natural   resources provide  raw materials used to produce  finished good. No error.

 A           B        C   D E
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49. Rome, which was the greatest  military  power in the ancient world, routinely invaded  and conquered its weaker                                                     
 A     B         C         D

  neighbors.  No error
     E

50. Neither singers on stage or the announcer in the wings could  be heard over the noise of the crowd.                                          
                                A      B                                                        C              D                                             
No  error

 E

Task 5                   Communication              (4 items*2 marks each=8)
Read the short conversation. then select the letter of the best answer choice. 
51. Bold: The meeting lasted forever. We’ll have to hurry before the cafeteria closes.

Tuya: I’m dying for something to eat.
What does Tuya mean?
A. She’s dying from lack of food
B. She doesn’t want anything to eat
C. She’s very hungry
D. She’s trying to eat something
E. She doesn’t like food

52. Tuya: I know you were really stressed out about your math exam. How’d you do?
Bold: I can’t complain.

What does Bold mean?
A. He doesn’t want to tell the woman how he did
B. He did fairly well
C. The professor doesn’t want to hear the complaints about the exam
D. It’s too late to file a protest with the department
E. He did badly

53. Tuya: Well, tomorrow will be the big exam day. The last remaining classes will have their exams tomorrow. 
           Including most history and language courses.
Bold: And there will be the math exam too.

What does Bold mean?
A. He has a math exam
B. He’s thinking of changing courses
C. He doesn’t want to write his exams
D. All three classes have exams on the same day
E. Tuya will not have math exam tomorrow

54. Tuya: Bold, have you seen my dictionary? I forgot it at school yesterday.
Bold: No, Tuya. I gave it to Bayar. He said he would give it to you.

Where’s Tuya’s dictionary?
A. Bold took it from Bayar        B. Bayar has it
C. Bold returned it to Tuya already   D. Bold lost it
E. Tuya has it

Task 6.     Understanding and interpreting Data      (2 items*2 marks each=4)
Below is a graph showing the genre preferences of customers at a UB movie theater. Analyze the graph and 
choose the appropriate answer.
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55. The largest group of people who watch movies about cowboys is ___________.
A. women and men  B. children and women     C. women  D. men    E. children 

56. Children prefer _________ to __________.
A. westerns / adventure     B. adventure / cartoons   
C. cartoons / adventure   D. comedy / horror   
E. melodrama / western

2.1. Social expressions.     (4 items *2 marks each=8)
Match the sentences with the functions.

a. If you do that, you’ll be in trouble   1. Plan
b. If you lie down, you’ll feel better   2. Promise
c. If it rains, we’ll take a taxi    3. Advice
d. If you pass your driving test, I’ll buy you a car  4. Warning

2.2. Where was it said?     (5 items* 1 mark each = 5)
Match the following places with the sentences.

a. cinema       1. Just a trim, please
b. court        2. You will pay a $ 100 Fine
c. hotel       3. Two matinee tickets please
d. optician’s      4. I’ve got a reservation in the name of Bold
e. hair-dresser’s    5. Have you thought about bifocals?

2.3. Word formation
Fill each gap with the correct word form.
 There are dozens, perhaps hundreds, of known numeral systems. By numeral system, we mean a set of symbols 

used to represent (a) _________ . Most numeral systems are decimal systems, also called base – 10 systems. This in-
cludes the numeral system we use, which is called the Arabic system, although it actually comes from India. One reason 
why base 10 is used is that (b)___________ have ten fingers, and we first used our fingers to count on. Another reason 
is that decimal systems (c) ___________ to be easy to use for (d) _________ and calculations. For one thing, only ten 
different (e) _________ are needed to represent any whole number.

a. 1. quantity  2. quantifiers  3. quantifies  4. quantities
b. 1. human 2. humans  3. humanity  4. humanities
c. 1. tend    2. tends   3. tendency  4. tendentious
d. 1. count   2. counting  3. countable  4. countenance
e. 1. symbolizes  2. symbolics  3. symbols  4. symbolicals

VARIATION D

Task 1    Grammar               (20 items* 1 mark each = 20)
Read the sentences below and choose the best answer to complete the sentences. 
1. My sister and I both own BMWs – mine is red and ____________ is black

A. it   B. she  C. his  D. her   E. hers
2. My grandfather has many _________ on his farm.

 A. geeses   B. goose  C. gooses  D. geese   E. geesess
3. Dorj _________ down the street when he ___________ into his high-school friend.

 A. walked / ran      B. was walking / ran  
C. walked / run    D. was walking / run    
E. had walked / run 

4. I ________ swimming before Tsetsgee returned.
A. haven’t gone    B. don’t   C. hadn’t gone     D. wouldn’t gone   E. gone

5. My father ________ this essay for an hour, but he has written   only a hundred words. 
A. will be working on     B. works on 
C. had been working on    D. has been working on  
E. worked  on 

6. - Why not open the windows to let ________cold air in?
- I’d rather you didn’t. ________air in our town is quite polluted.

A. the / The    B. — / The   C. — / —   D. the / —      E. a / The
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7. By the time he retires, Dr. Bold ________ people for almost forty years.
A. will cure      B. will have cured  
C. has cured      D. will have been cured    
E. cures

8. ‘I ________ ride a horse until I was six.’
 ‘Neither could I.’

A. couldn’t   B. could   C. can’t   D. can     E. ought to
9. If you ________ late, you ________ the bus.

A. got up / miss      B. get up / will miss   
C. got up / will miss      D. will get up / miss    
E. get up/ would miss

10. Yesterday I met my friend. She was wearing ________ blue jeans.
A. American baggy expensive    
B. expensive baggy American
C. baggy American expensive    
D. American expensive baggy  
E. baggy expensive American 

11.  My boyfriend always makes me ________. He is very funny.
A. laugh    B. laughed   C. laughs   D. laughing   E. to laugh

12. If I ________ Barrack Obama, I ________ him to come to Mongolia.
A. meet / would invite     B. met / invited    
C. would meet / invited     D. had met / would have invited 
E. met / would invite

13. Bataa told me “This film is interesting.” Bataa told me ________.
A. this film was interesting   B. this film is interesting    C. that film is interesting 
D. that film had been interesting  E. that film was interesting

14. A large amount of money ______ from the bank. The police are still looking for the thief. 
A. has stolen       B. have stolen    
C. have been stolen    D. has been stolen   
E. were stolen 

15. It was kind of him ________ me tidy the house.
A. help    B. to help   C. helping    D. helps    E. helped 

16. If you had arrived earlier, you ________ dinner.
A. wouldn’t have missed     B. won’t have missed      
C. won’t miss      D. wouldn’t miss      E. wouldn’t missed

17. I am your best friend, ________?
A. am not I     B. isn’t I    C. aren’t I    D. am I       E. are I

18. UN stands ________ “the United Nations”. 
A. up     B. by      C. for   D. as       E. in

19. That’s the man ________ house has burned down. 
A. who  B. whom  C. whose  D. who’s  E. to whom

20. That Mongolian woman’s songs are very poetic.  ________the words of the songs, but  she also composes the music. 
A. She also writes     B. Although she writes     
C. However she writes   D. It is not all that she writes     
 E. Not only does she write

Task 2     Vocabulary exercises                (20 items*1 mark each=20)
Choose the one word or phrase that best completes the sentence.
21. A/an ________ person is someone who thinks himself or herself very clever, skillful and beautiful.

A. conceited   B. bossy   C. gregarious   D. impulsive   E. garrulous
22. Short skirts don’t really ________ me – I haven’t got the legs for them. 

A. suit    B. match   C. fit      D. like      E. wear
23. The aim is to                 a general understanding of the passage quickly. 

A. find   B. ask for  C. get   D. learn    E. read
24. We collected dry ________to start the fire.

A. roots    B. twigs     C. stems   D. petals    E. trunks
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25. I’ve always ________my brother for his courage and determination.
A. looked back on     B. looked up to  
C. looked upon on    D. looked after to     
E. looked for in 

26. A person who works for someone is called a / an ________.
A. employee  B. employer C. unemployed D. slave    E. contestant

27. You should see a / an ________ and get some advice on your sight problems.
A. dentist    B. keeper   C. operator   D. optician      E. agent

28. I don’t approve ________ smoking in public places.
A. of    B. in     C. for   D. about    E. on

29. ________ is a solid shape with a round or oval base which narrows to point. 
A. cylinder        B. sphere   C. rhombus   D. cube    E. cone 

30. He wears his ________ on his sleeve, he doesn’t hide his emotions. 
A. hand   B. heart   C. liver    D. head      E. leg

31. He ________ some of his old love letters in his wife’s drawer. 
A. came along    B. came in    C. came out   D. came across    E. came over

32. ________ is a game in which two teams of eleven players try to kick or use their heads to send a round ball into the 
goal of the opposing side.

A. Soccer    B. Cricket   C. Badminton   D. Hockey      E. Volleyball
33. The lift was out of ________. So we used the stairs.

A. function   B. work   C. order   D. form    E. functioning
34. This tea is very hot, so ____ it carefully. 

  A. swallow    B. bite    C. chew   D. sip    E. slip 
35. She complained ________ the manager about the quality of the goods.

A. of     B. about   C. to     D. with      E. for
36. My younger sister did very strange things. Her ________ frightened me.

A. aspects     B. thoughts    C. actions   D. views    E. behaviors
37. I’m not sure what this note says – Dad’s writing is almost ________.

A. messy   B. illegible  C. wrong  D. illiterate    E. illegal
38. He left her to ________ three young children on her own.

A. grow up   B. foster   C. develop   D. bring up    E. rise 
39. We could hear the lions’ ________at the other end of the zoo.

A. lowing    B. trumpeting   C. roaring   D. grunting    E. bleating
40. My younger sister couldn’t eat the egg as the yolk was too ________.

A. small      B. runny   C. tasty   D. yellow   E. itchy 

Task 3     Reading       (5 items*2 marks each=10)
Read the text and choose the one best answer.

Stories about ghosts and other spirits have scared people through the ages. Some ghosts, however, are not to be 
feared. They are ghost writers. Just as a ghost writer is spirit that you cannot see, a ghost writer is a writer whose name 
is unseen. A ghost writer is a person who is paid to write a speech, a report, or a book for another person. Usually that 
other person is famous, but not as a writer. The ghost writer does the writing and gets paid for it. But his name is not on 
the book as a writer. Instead one sees the name of the other more famous person. The ghost writer exists, but his name 
is unknown to the public. 

Sometimes, famous people want to tell the story of their lives and how they became so successful. This kind of book, 
written by a person about his or her own life, is an autobiography. The person may have been a great success as a film 
star, for example. But  he may not be much of a writer, so a ghost writer is needed.  The writer uses the ideas, memories 
and life story of  the film star to produce a book that seems to be written by the actor. The public may even believe the 
actor wrote the book. But the ghost writer knows who really wrote it. 
41. What is the main idea of this passage?

A. About ghosts and spirits
B. About a writer who writes about ghosts
C. About a writer who writes a speech and a report
D. About what a ghost writer is
E. About famous writers

42. The following statements are false except:
A. A ghost writer only writes about lives of famous people.
B. A ghost writer’s name is unfamiliar to people.
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C. A ghost writer doesn’t exist. 
D. A ghost writer writes stories about ghosts and other spirits.  
E. A ghost writer doesn’t have a name.

43. Why do famous people need a ghost writer?
A. To know more about ghosts  B. To help ghost writers 
C. To get rich       D. To write a book about themselves
E. To become authors

44. People pay the ghost writer for ______.
A. his autobiography   B. hiding his name 
C. his talent          D. his mysterious life 
E. writing about spirits

45. A spirit _______. 
A. is an inner part of someone that includes their thoughts and feelings
B. is a spine chilling story which is very frightening and famous people enjoy
C. controls thought,  memory, feelings and activity
D. is an image in your mind of what something is like or should be like
E. is the feeling that something is definitely true or definitely exists

Task 4    Error recognition                  (5 items*3 marks each=15)
Identify and circle the one underlined word or phrase that should be corrected.
46. The French philosopher Jean-Paul Sarte is often assumed to have  initiated existential philosophy, but the Danish 

     A   B        C
philosopher Kierkegaard has developed similar ideas much earlier. 

               D        E
47. People who have gotten into a lot of accidents in the past are more likely to get into accidents in the future, so 

       A          B           C
its insurance is more expensive. No error

D          E              
48. When more money is available for loans it means that more businesses can run effective. No error.

      A          B             C            D            E
49. Investors who lost money in the stock market crash recouped their  losses over the next 18 months.  No error 

         A               B         C       D    E 
50. Among the various kinds of music at the world competition, first place was awarded to the indigenous cithara,                                                                 

                                                                                                                          A                                     
which  is connected with the first develop of musical  arts.  No error

 B           C             D                     E       

Task 5         Communication              (4 items*2 marks each=8)
Read the short conversation. then select the letter of the best answer choice. 
51. Tuul: Have you seen that new British comedy?

Dorj: Yes, I’ve seen that.
Tuul: Did you like it?
Dorj: Like it? I’ve only seen it 4 times already.

What does Dorj mean?
A. He has seen the movie too many times
B. He liked it enough to see it several times
C. He would see it if she had the time
D. He had not seen it enough yet
E. He doesn’t like comedy

52. Tuul: If you are still looking for a new printer, the “Computer Land” store has a good sale going on.
Dorj: I know about the sale. I went, but they had already sold out of printers.
Tuul: There were lots there when I was there around 12 this morning.
Dorj: Well, when I got there, there were none left.

What  does Dorj mean?
A. He went before 12
B. He doesn’t really want a printer
C. He wants to buy 12 printers
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D. He went after 12
E. He has already bought one

53. Dorj :I heard you are taking classes from some famous professors. What do you think about Doctor Byamba’s re-
gional science course? 
Tuul: Let me tell you, it feels like that course is never going to end.

What does Tuul  mean?
A. She is not taking doctor Byamba’s course
B. It was the best course she has ever taken
C. The course is already finished
D. She is not enjoying the class
E. The course lasts for a long time

54. Tuul: Dorj, are your parents coming tomorrow?
Dorj: I think that’s what they said.

What does Dorj say about his parents?
A. He doesn’t know where they come from
B. He believes they are going to come tomorrow
C. He doesn’t know when they are coming
D. He didn’t hear what they said
E. He doesn’t want tell her about his parents 

Task 6.  Understanding and interpreting Data      (2 items*2 marks each=4)
Below is a graph showing the genre preferences of customers at a UB music store. Analyze the graph and choose 
the appropriate answer.

 

55. Traditional style music is listened to by ________ in the highest percentage.
A. children and men   B. children and women  C. children D. women E. Men

56. Women would rather listen to ______ than _______.
A. pop /classic     B. trance / hip hop    C. alternative / rock    
D. rock / pop      E. trance /folk songs 

2.1. Social expressions.                     (4 items*2 marks each=8)
Match the sentences with the functions. 

 a. If you cheat again, I’ll tell the teacher    1. plan 
b. If you use dairy products, you’ll be healthier   2. promise
c. If it snows, we won’t play outside    3. advice
d. If you pass your entrance exam, I’ll buy you a computer  4.Warning

2.2. Where was it said?          (5 items* 1 mark each = 5)
Match the following places with the sentences.

a. CHEMIST’S    1. What kind of property did you have in mind?
b. ESTATE AGENT’S   2. And an air-mail sticker, please
c. POST OFFICE   3. A day return to London please
d. RAILWAY STATION   4. I can’t sell them to you without a prescription.
e. JEWELLER’S   5. Would you prefer a digital one?
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2.3. Word formation
Fill each gap with the correct word form.
Dolls are a useful way to learn about a society. Doll (a) __________  draw on their knowledge of their  (b)___________,  

and they often use traditional materials and traditional skills to create dolls. This is (c) ___________ true of Native 
American  dolls. Some Native American dolls are simply toys. They are used to amuse children. There are two main 
types of these. Some dolls model adult activities, roles, and costumes. You might see dolls that hunt, dance or carry ba-
bies on their backs. Other dolls represent  (d) _________ figures. They are meant to educate Native American children 
about (e) _________ matters.

a. 1. makes   2. makers  3. makings   4. made
b. 1. culture  2. cultural  3. culturally   4. cultured
c. 1. certain  2. certainty  3. uncertain   4. certainly
d. 1. spirit    2. spiritless  3. spiritually   4. spiritual
e. 1. religious  2. religion  3. religions   4. religiously

VARIATION H

Task 1    Grammar               (20 items* 1 mark each = 20)
Read the sentences below and choose the best answer to complete the sentences. 
1. If you meet Dorj or his parents, tell__________ about the accident.

A. him    B. her    C. them   D. theirs   E.their
2. Tuya_________ on her mobile phone while she ___________ to school.

A. talking / walking    
B. was talking/ walked 
C. was talked / walking   
D. has talked / was walking 
E. talked / walking

3. I ___________ for two hours before I ___________ the party last night.
A. danced/ left      B. had been dancing / left 
C. was dancing / was leaving  D. had been dancing / leave 
E. danced / was leaving

4. That herdsman has a lot of _________ . 
A. cow and sheep    B. cows and sheeps 
C. cow and sheeps       D. cows and sheep 
E. cows and sheepes

5. Mr. Smith, there’s a man at _________ front door who says he has _________ news great importance for you. 
A. the / -   B. the / the  C. a / -    D.  - / the   E. a / a

6. By the end of next summer, my aunt _______ for thirty years.
A. will have been teaching   B. will teach  
C. will be teaching   D. will be taught   
E. teaches

7. While I was visiting in  China, I bought a __________ carpet.
A. yellow Chinese beautiful   B. Chinese yellow beautiful
C. beautiful Chinese Yellow   D. beautiful yellow Chinese 
E. Chinese beautiful yellow

8. If you ________ hard, you _________ the entrance examination successfully.
A. work / passes    B. work/ will pass 
C. worked / will pass   D. will work / pass 
E. work / would pass

9. -‘You _______ put that shirt in the washing machine’
-I know. It has to be dry-cleaned’

A. must     B. mustn’t   C. could   D. couldn’t    E. can
10. If I _______ Britney Spears, I _______ Mongolia.

A. were / would visit   B. am / will visit  
C. was / visited     D. had been / would visit   
E.  were / visit
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11. If you _______ in such a hurry, you wouldn’t have forgotten the file.
A. hadn’t left        B. didn’t leave   
C. haven’t left     D. weren’t left     
E. had left

12. She told me “I studied in London two years ago”. She told me _______.
A. she studied in London two years ago 
B. she had studied in London two years ago
C. she had studied in London two years before     
D. I had studied in London two years before
E. I studied in London two years  ago

13. No information _______ to the staff yet.
A. has given    B. hasn’t been given 
C. was given     D. wasn’t given 
E. has been given 

14. She can’t get used to _______ for such a large company.
A. work  B. working C. worked D. be working  E. works

15. The doctor made Dorj _______ in bed for a week.
A. staying  B. stay  C. to stay D. stays   E. is stayed

16. Prepare for the exam, _______?.
A. will you  B. do you C. did you D. are you  E. have you

17. NBA  stands _______ “National Basketball Association”.
A. up   B. by  C. for  D. as   E. in

18. That’s the neighbor with _______ I shared a garden.
A. who  B. whose C. whoever D. whom  E. that

19. I don’t feel like taking a tour; ______ I have too much work at hand, I am not able to leave.
A. in addition    B. because
C. however    D. at all events that   
E. as soon as

20. This is the tenth year Tuya and Tsetsgee _______ this university.
A. has attended     B. have attended   
C. had attended    D. are attended
E. were attending

Task 2     Vocabulary exercises               (20 items*1 mark each=20)
Choose the one word or phrase that best completes the sentence.
21. A _______person is someone who uses words in a clever and amusing way.

A. reliable    B. friendly   C. tetchy    D. witty    E. punctual
22. Does this shirt _______ these trousers?

A. suit     B. match   C. fit    D. like      E. wear
23.  Bold’s anger vanished and he ______ out laughing. 

A. broke    B. decreased   C. disguised  D. grew    E. disappeared 
24.  There are a lot of white- _______ roses in his garden. 

A. rooted    B. branched    C. stemmed  D. petalled    E. trunked
25. I have _______ all my papers but I still can’t find my contract.

A. looked through    B. looked in   C. looked on     D. looked after    E. looked into
26. A famous _______ operated on her.

A. coach     B. nurse   C. surgeon D. character    E. pedestrian
27. He confided _______ his friends that he didn’t have much hope for his marriage.

A. with  B. to    C. for    D. on      E. of
28. _______ is a solid or hollow tube with long straight sides and two equal-sized circular ends. 

A. circle    B. cone   C. sphere   D. cylinder     E. triangle 
29. This dress was very expensive. It cost me _______.

A. an arm and a leg     B. a heart and a brain   
C. a finger and a toe    D. a knee and an elbow   
E. a head and heels

30. Never _______ until tomorrow what you can do today.
A. put on     B. put in    C. put off    D. put down     E. put out 
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31. _______ is a game in which two teams hit a ball backwards and forwards over a high net with their hands. 
A. Basketball     B. Soccer    C. Badminton   D. Cricket   E. Volleyball

32. I fell down the steps and _______ my ankle.
A. strained     B. stretched  C. sprained    D. pulled   E. caught

33. We are not surprised she became an author. Because she had a _______  imagination when she was at school.
A. vivid   B . great  C. bright    D. large    E. clean 

34. I bought some new shoes which are very similar _______ a pair I had before.
A. with   B. in   C. of       D. to     E. on

35. The problem of divorce has many different _______ 
A. opportunities  B. benefits   C. advantages   D.chances  E. aspects 

36. It was a / an _______ letter, so full of mistakes that it did not make sense.
A. messy   B. illegible  C. urgent   
D. incomprehensible  E. illegal

37. I _______ to tell you that your contract will not be renewed. 
A. sorry   B. regret   C. apologize    D. pity     E. think

38. Tsetsgee’s parents always give her what she wants. She is thoroughly _______.
A. spoilt   B. disturbed     C. ashamed    D. full up   E. annoyed

39. I could hear frogs _______ by the lake.
A. squeaking  B. bleating C. grunting  D. croaking  E. lowing 

40.  Boldoo _______ his knee when he fell over, fortunately he wasn’t hurt.
A. sliced    B. grazed   C. slashed    D. skimmed   E. grieved 

Task 3     reading                  (5 items*2 marks each=10)
Read the text and choose the one best answer.

The USA is said to be a “melting pot” of many different cultures. Over 15,000 years ago, the two continents of Asia 
and America were joined by what is now Alaska. People came from Asia to America and became  the  first  Americans. 
One thousand years ago, Vikings made the voyage from Scandinavia and arrived on the east  coast of Canada. 

In 1492, Christopher Columbus sailed to the West Indies. Later, British and French ships started fishing off  the east 
coast of Canada. Traders and settlers  followed.  

In the17th century, thousands of Africans were captured and transported to America to work as slaves on farms in 
the southern states. In 1865, slavery was abolished. 

In the 19th  century, millions of Irish people went to the USA to escape from the potato famine.  Chinese   people 
went to find work in the gold fields and to build railroads.  People from Germany, Russia, Poland and Italy went to the 
USA to escape poverty and persecution. By the early twentieth century, a million immigrants were coming to the USA 
every year. After World War I and the Great Depression of the 1930s, mass migration to the US ended. 
41. Except for the ____, most immigrants came to America in search of a land of opportunity, freedom and new lives.\ 

A. Chinese  B. Irish   C. West Indians  D. Africans E. Russians
42. Who came to America to escape from hunger? 

A. Russians  B. Germans C. The West Indians D. Africans E. The Irish
43. What’s best title for this reading?

A. Religious Freedom     B. Diversity in the United States    
C. A Country of Famine    D. Slavery in the United States 
E. The First Americans 

44. The word persecution is closest in meaning to _______.
A. regulation  B. exploration C. discrimination  D. sensation E. articulation  

45. 45. In what century was slavery abolished in America?
A. 19th   B. 15th    C.18th     D. 17th   E. 16th

Task 4    Error recognition                 (5 items*3 marks each=15)
Identify and circle the one underlined word or phrase that should be corrected.
46. For instance, laws in most states requires   people who own a car to buy insurance before driving it on public roads.

A           B            C              D
No error.

E
47. When a threshold amount of energy is absorbed, the water molecules behave  independent of each other  and

    A           B           C
 evaporate to become water vapor  that enters the atmosphere. No error.
     D             E
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48. The Internal  Revenue Service is annually derided   by critics who claim that their instruction manuals for
           A     B     C         

filing taxes are too cryptic. No error
D   E

49. Some ancient maps, especially Ptolemy’s, were quite advanced in their own way, such as in their use of latitude.
     A       B   C       D

No error.
E

50. Ray Charles was born blind; but despite this ability he still managed to become one of the top pop singers of
              A         B             C

his generation. No error
  D         E

Task 5                   Communication           (4 items*2 marks each=8)
Read the short conversation. then select the letter of the best answer choice. 
51. Saran: How could you get these football game tickets? They were all sold out almost ten days ago.

 Bazar: They had a few extra available for the press. I’m covering the game.
What does the man imply?
A. He works for the stadium
B. He works for a newspaper
C. He pressed the ticket office for extra tickets
D. He is a member of the team
E. He had already bought them

52. Saran: Have you seen Professor Dulmaa around? I need to talk to her about my  thesis. 
Bazar: She is out of office most of the time. If you can’t catch her there, you can always email her.

What does the man suggest the woman do?
A. She should make an appointment  
B. She should catch the professor in her office
C. She should leave the professor alone
D. She should use her computer to contact the professor
E. She should use her phone

53. Bazar: - Did the band play for two hours?
Saran: - No. This time, the concert was over in an hour and a half.

How long did the concert last?
A. a half hour    B. an hour 
C. ninety minutes   D. two hours 
E. sixty minutes

54. Saran: - Maybe you could get a ride to campus with Tamir tomorrow.
Bazar: - Oh, Tamir no longer drives to class.

What does the man say about Tamir?
A. She doesn’t take her car to campus anymore
B. She doesn’t have a long way to drive
C. She doesn’t need to go to campus tomorrow
D. She doesn’t have a car anymore
E. She doesn’t have a driving license

Task 6.  Understanding and interpreting Data      (2 items*2 marks each=4)
Below is a graph showing the sports preferences of customers at a UB gym. Analyze the graph and choose the 
appropriate answer.
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55. Men prefer _______ to ________.
A. wrestling / football   B. swimming / football 
C. badminton / tennis   D. basketball / volleyball 
E. tennis / wrestling

56. Which sport is played  the least by women?
A. Basketball  B. Tennis  C. Wrestling  D. Football   E. Swimming
 

2.1 Social expressions.              (4 items*2 marks each=8)
Match the sentences with the functions. 

a. If you do that again, I’ll call the police          1. plan
b. If you  drink  hot  milk  before going to bed, you’ll sleep well    2. promise
c. If she comes  early, we’ll go on  a picnic            3. advice
d. If you tell me your secret, I won’t tell anyone        4. warning

2.2 Where was it said?      (5 items* 1mark each=5)
Match the following places with the sentences.    

A. DOCTOR’S OFFICE     1. How big a bunch would you like?
B. BAKERY          2. A large sliced loaf, please.
C. GARAGE         3. Smile, please. Say cheese.
D. PHOTOGRAPHER’S STUDIO      4. I’m just going to listen to your chest 
E. FLORIST’S          5. Could you check the oil, please?

2.3 Word formation      (5 items*2 marks each=10)
Fill each gap with the correct word form.  
Sir Isaac Newton, the English scientist and  (a)___________________,  was one of the most important figures of the 

(b)__________________ revolution in the 17th century. One of his greatest   (c)________________  was  the discovery 
of  the  three  laws of motion, which are still used  today. But he also had a very unusual  personality. Some people would 
say he was actually insane. The simple fact was that Isaac found  it impossible to have a  calm (d)_______________ with 
anyone. As soon as someone said something that he disagreed with, he would lose his temper. For this reason, he  lived 
a large part of his life in (e)____________ from other scientists. 

a. 1. mathematics   2. mathematician   3. mathematical   4. mathematist 
b. 1. science    2. scientifically    3. scientology   4. scientific
c. 1. achievements   2. achieve      3. achievable   4. achiever  
d. 1. discuses   2. discuss      3. discussion    4.  discussment 
e. 1. isolate     2. isolated     3. isolation    4. isolator 

VARIATION I

Task 1      Grammar              (20 items* 1 mark each = 20) 
Read the sentences below and choose the best answer to complete the sentences. 
1. A friend of _____ is going to Moscow. 

 A. she   B. her   C. hers   D. she’s   E. herself
2. That herdsman has a lot of _______.

A. cow and sheep   B. cows and sheeps
C. cow and sheeps   D. cows and sheep    
E. cows and sheepes 

3. When I ______ at the theatre last night, a lot of people _____ outside.
A. arrived/queued   `  B. arrive/are queueing 
C. have arrived / were queueing   D. had arrived / queued 
E. arrived / were queueing 

4. ______ number of boys were swimming in the lake, but I didn’t know ______ exact  number of them.
A. A / the   B. The / an  C. The / the D. A / an  E. A / - 

5. By the time the students reach Paris, they ______ for six hours.
A. have been travelling   B. will travel
C. will be travelling   D. travel
E. will have been travelling  
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6. Before he retired, he ______ as a teacher for 35 years.
A. was working    B. has been working  
C. had been working    D. has worked
E. is working

7. Last week my older brother bought a/an______ car.
A. Japanese expensive blue  B. expensive blue Japanese
C. expensive Japanese blue  D. blue expensive Japanese  
E. blue Japanese expensive 

8. Let’s meet outside the school, ______?
A. do we  B. shall we C. don’t we D. shan’t we E. are we

9. This is the third time Tuya and Tsetsgee ______ in this competition.
A. has participated    B. have participated  
C. had been participated   D. participating    
E. had participated

10. That’s the man ________ house has burned down.
A. who  B. whom C. whose D. who’s E. to whom

11. A large amount of money ______ from the bank. The police are still looking for the thief. 
A. has stolen    B. have stolen
C. have been stolen    D. has been stolen
E. were stolen 

12. If you _____ a butcher’s, ______ some meat, please?
A. pass / will you buy   B. passed / would you buy
C. pass / do you buy   D. will pass / you buy 
E. passes / will you buy

13. ‘I ________ ride a horse until I was six.’  
 ‘Neither could I.’

  A. couldn’t   B. could   C. can’t   D. can   E. ought to
14. It was kind of him ________ me tidy the house.

A. help    B. to help   C. helping   D. helps  E. helped 
15. My boyfriend always makes me ________. He is very funny.

A. laugh    B. laughed   C. laughs   D. laughing   E. to laugh
16. Bold asked Tuya “Whose book did you borrow last week”?  Bold asked Tuya__ ___.

A. whose book she borrow last week 
B. whose book she borrowed the week before 
C. whose book she had borrowed the week before  
D. whose book she had borrowed last week
E. whose book she borrows a week before

17. If I _______ Britney Spears, I _______ Mongolia.
A. were / would visit   B. am / will visit  
C. was / visited    D. had been / would visit
E.  were / visit

18. UN stands ________ “United Nations”. 
A. up   B. by  C. for   D. as   E. in

19. If you _______ in such a hurry, you wouldn’t have forgotten the file.
A. hadn’t left  B. didn’t leave C. haven’t left D. weren’t left  E. had left

20. In underdeveloped areas farmers are still subject to sudden changes in nature.  ______ , a large number of people 
starve and die.

A. However    B. Considering that  
C. As a result    D. In spite of the fact
E. Although

Task 2     Vocabulary exercises                             (20 items*1 mark each=20)
Choose the one word or phrase that best completes the sentence.
21. A/an ________ person is someone who thinks himself or herself very clever, skillful and beautiful.

A. conceited  B. bossy   C. gregarious D. impulsive  E . garrulous 
22. These shoes don’t ______ me. They are too small.

A. suit    B. match   C. fit  D. like   E. wear
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23. We collected dry ________to start the fire.
A. roots  B. twigs   C. stems  D. petals    E. trunks

24. I have _______ all my papers, but I still can’t find my contract.
A. looked through B. looked in C. looked on D. looked after  E. looked into

25. He is working overtime this week because his ______ offered him enough money.
A. employee  B. employer C. conductor  D. porter   E. contestant

26. You should see a / an ________ and get some advice on your sight problems.
A. dentist    B. keeper C. operator D. optician  E. agent

27. He ________ some of his old love letters in his wife’s drawer. 
A. came along      B. came in   
C. came out     D. came across  
E. came over

28. I don’t approve ________ smoking in public places.
A. of    B. in    C. for   D. about     E. on 

29. The schoolboy takes ______ pulling the girl’s hair.
  A. delight on   B. delight in C. delight at D. delight with   E. delight over

30. A ______ is a solid or hollow tube with long straight sides and two equal-sized circular ends.
A. circle  B. cone   C. sphere D. cylinder  E. triangle 

31. This dress was very expensive. It cost me _______.
A. an arm and a leg   B. a heart and a brain
C. a finger and a toe    D. a knee and an elbow
E. a head and heels

32. _______ is a game in which two teams hit a ball backwards and forwards over a high net with their hands. 
A. Basketball    B. Soccer C. Badminton  D. Cricket  E. Volleyball

33. My friends always rely ______ me for advice on clothes.
A. in    B. at  C. over    D. of    E. on

34. Even though my brother didn’t want her daughter to leave home, since she was twenty five there was nothing he 
could do to ______ it.

A. prevent  B. resist  C. cease  D. hinder  E. end 
35. The pigs ______ happily as they ate their food.

A. croaked     B. neighed C. bleated D. crowed  E. grunted
36. The problem of divorce has many different _______ .

A. opportunities  B. benefits   C. advantages D. chances  E. aspects 
37. I’m not sure what this note says – Dad’s writing is almost ________.

A. messy   B. illegible C. wrong D. illiterate  E. illegal
38. The aim is to ______ a general understanding of the passage quickly. 

A. find   B. ask for  C. get  D. learn   E. read
39. I know nothing about it. I have never _____ this problem before.

A. demanded    B. supported
C. complained     D. encountered
E . enforced 

40. We are not surprised she became an author, because she had a___ imagination when she was at school.
A. vivid   B. great   C. bright   D. large    E. clean 

Task 3                    Reading                        (5 items * 2 marks each=10)
Read the text and choose the one best answer. 

San Francisco in California is a special place, very different from most American cities. It lies on a small finger of 
land with the Pacific Ocean on one side and a huge harbor on the other. The famous Golden Gate Bridge crosses over  
the mouth of  the harbor.  if you  live  in San Francisco, you can get plenty of exercise 

because  it is a city of hills. Perhaps that is why the famous cable cars are so popular. And of course, the views from 
the hills are spectacular. 

San Francisco’s population is only about 716.000, but it is the biggest business center in the West of the USA. It is 
also America’s most international city, with newspapers in 30 different languages. The city is known as “the Paris of the 
West,” “Baghdad by the Bay,” and “Gateway to the Orient.” There are at least three small cities in San Francisco: “Little 
Italy,” with its pizzerias and restaurants, “China Town,” with wonderful shops and exciting food, and “Japan Town,” 
with its $15 million Japan Center. And everywhere you go, you will see boats out on the sea, you will smell  fresh fish 
and salt, and feel the sea wind on your face.
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41. The following statements are true except: 
A. San Francisco is unique among American cities
B. San Francisco is an international city
C. San Francisco is situated on a small island
D. There several small cities in San Francisco
E. San Francisco is famous for its Golden Gate Bridge

42. Which statement is impossible to know from the text?
A. Cable cars are produced in San Francisco
B. Newspapers are published in thirty different languages
C. There are many wonderful shops in “China Town”
D. San Francisco’s population is more than half million
E. People who live in San Francisco can do a lot of exercises

43. The word hill means: 
A. an area of land that is higher than the surrounding land
B. the sharply pointed top of a mountain
C. a large area of land without trees
D. a piece of land completely surrounded by water
E. a large area of sand where it is always dry

44. It can be inferred from the passage that ______
A. the city is known as “Japan town”
B. people in San Francisco only use cable cars
C. San Francisco is the biggest cultural center in the USA
D. San Francisco’s population is less than half million
E. there are not many different nationalities in San Francisco

45. Why are cable cars used widely in San Francisco?
A. Because San Francisco is a business centre  
B. Because people like to use them
C. Because they are comfortable
D. Because San Francisco is a city of hills
E. Because San Francisco is surrounded by water

Task 4    Error recognition                  (5 items*3 marks each=15)
Identify and circle the one underlined word or phrase that should be corrected.
46. Among the various kinds of world music at the competition, first place was awarded to indigenous cithara,

                                                                                                                 A                                                         
which is connected with the first develop  of the musical arts.  No error

      B                                        C                    D                         E

47. Neither the singers on stage or the announcer in the wings could be heard over the noise of the crowd.
                          A       B       C  D

No error
E

48. People who have gotten into a lot of accidents in the past are more likely to get into accidents in the future,
                   A                             B                                            C

so its insurance is expensive. No error
D                                             E 

49. He was born blind, but despite this ability, he still managed to become one of the top pop singers of his
                                                   A                       B                                                          C

generation. No error
D              E

50. Rome, which was the greatest  military  power in the ancient  world, routinely invaded and conquered its weaker
         A                 B                 C           D

neighbors. No error
              E

Task 5           Communication      (4 items*2 marks each=8)
Read the short conversation. then select the letter of the best answer choice. 
51. Tsetseg: I know you were really stressed out about your math exam. How’d you do?

Huyag: I can’t complain.
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What does Huyag mean?
A. He doesn’t want to tell Tsetseg how he did B. He did rather well
C. The professor doesn’t want to hear the complaints about the exam
D. It’s too late to file a protest with the department E. He did badly

52. Tsetseg : If you are still looking for a new printer, ‘Computer Land’ has a good sale going on. 
Huyag : I know about the sale. I went, but they had already sold out of printers.
Tsetseg : There were lots there when I was there around 12 this morning or so.
Huyag: Well, when I got there, there were none left.

What does Huyag mean?
A. He went before 12    B. he doesn’t really want a printer
C. He wants to buy 12 printers   D. He went after 12
E. He has already bought one

53. Tsetseg: Huyag, have you seen my dictionary? I forgot it at school yesterday.
Huyag: No, Tsetseg, I gave it to Bayar. He said he would meet you that day.

Where is Tsetseg’s dictionary?
A. Huyag gave it to Bayar   B. Bayar has it
C. Huyag returned it to Tsetseg already  D. Huyag lost it
E. Tsetseg has it

54. Tsetseg: How did you get these football game tickets? They were all sold out almost 10 days ago.
Huyag: They had a few extra available for the press. I’m covering the game.

What is Huyag implying?
A. He works for the stadium   B. He works for a newspaper
C. He had already bought them   D. He is a member of the team
E. He pressed the ticket office for extra tickets

Task 6.  Understanding and interpreting Data      (2 items*2 marks each=4)
Below is a graph showing the genre preferences of customers at a UB movie theater. Analyze the graph and 
choose the appropriate answer.

55. Movies about cowboys are watched by ___________ in the highest percentage.
A. women and men     B. children and women    
C. women      D. men    
E. children 

56. Children prefer _________ to __________.
A. westerns / adventure      B. adventure / cartoons   
C. cartoons / adventure     D. comedy / horror   
E. melodrama / western

2.1.  Social expressions.          (4 items *2 marks each=8)
Match the sentences with the functions.

 a. If you take a map, you will not get lost     1. Plan
 b. If you learn to drive, I’ll buy you a car.     2. Promise
 c. If it doesn’t stop raining, we’ll stay here.    3. Advice
 d. If you do that, I’ll punish you.       4. Warning
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2.2. Where was it said?         (5 items* 1 mark each = 5)
Match the following places with the sentences.

a.  RAILWAY STATION    1. Just a trim please.
b. JEWELLER’S      2. How big a bunch would you like?
c. FLORIST’S       3. Have you thought about bi-focals?
d. OPTICIAN’S      4. A day return to London please?
e. HAIR DRESSER’S      5. Would you prefer a digital one?

2.3. Word formation
Fill each gap with the correct word form.
 Exercise is essential in promoting general good health. It helps in controlling or losing (a) __________  and also 

in stress management and illness prevention. Through regular exercise, we strengthen not only our external muscles but 
also our heart and lungs. Exercise   (b)___________ the risk of heart disease, which is a  (c) ___________ to men over 
50. Regular exercise also affects our outlook on life. It allows us to get rid of tension,  (d) _________ and frustration. 
During exercise, the brain releases powerful chemicals called endorphins, which are associated with happiness and (e) 
_________,  so exercise taken regularly improves the fitness of your body and of your mind.

a. 1. weigh   2. weight 3. weighty  4. weighted
b. 1. less    2. lessen  3. lessens  4. lesser
c. 1. threat   2. threaten  3. threatment 4. threatening
d. 1. anxious  2. anxiety  3. anxiously  4. anxion
e. 1. relax    2. relaxed  3. relaxing  4. relaxation
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2009 оны Англи õэлний õичээлийн äààлгàврын түлõүүр

No. Variation B Variation D Variation H Variation I

1 E E C C
2 C D B D
3 C B A E
4 D C D A
5 E D A E
6 A A A C
7 E B D B
8 C A B B
9 B B B B
10 C B A C
11 A A A D
12 E E A A
13 E E E A
14 B D B B
15 B B B A
16 C A A C
17 C C C A
18 A C D C
19 A C B A
20 C E B C
21 D A D A
22 C A B C
23 E C A B
24 A B D A
25 B B A B
26 D A C D
27 C D B D
28 A A D A
29 E E A B
30 B B C D
31 D D E A
32 D A C E
33 C C A E
34 D D D A
35 D C E E
36 A C D E
37 E B B B
38 B D A C
39 E C D D
40 E B B A
41 C D D C
42 A B E A
43 A D B A
44 E C C C
45 D A A D
46 A D B C
47 C D C B
48 D D E D
49 E E E A
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50 B C A E
51 C B B B
52 B D D D
53 D D C B
54 B B A B
55 D D A D
56 B A C B

2.1A 4 4 4 3
2.1B 3 3 3 2
2.1C 1 1 1 1
2.1D 2 2 2 4
2.2A 3 4 4 4
2.2B 2 1 2 5
2.2C 4 2 5 2
2.2D 5 3 3 3
2.2E 1 5 1 1
2.3A 4 2 2 2
2.3B 2 1 4 3
2.3C 1 4 1 1
2.3D 2 4 3 2
2.3E 3 1 3 4

No. Variation B Variation D Variation H Variation I


